Textile Mask YourPOCKET
with Nanofilter
Czech producer of N4H nanotechnologies, in cooperation with a Czech
specialist in professional clothing Novitex Fashion is proud to offer youa
unique solution for protection of nose and mouth against droplet infection. YourPOCKET together with YourFILTER nanofilter combines the
advantages of both available solutions: the textile mask is comfortable
to wear and the nanofilter provides on average over 98.68 % protection
against the penetration of unwanted microparticles - viruses, bacteria,
mites, mold, smog and airborne dirt.

Economically and Environmentally
Friendly Solution
The protective part of YourPOCKET mask, as the name suggests, consists of a textile pocket into which our
nanofilter - YourFILTER - is inserted. Depending on the environment in which the mask is used, the filter
must be changed after 2-6 hours. YourPOCKET is made of cotton, the layer adjacent to the face is made
of cotton fabric with a special antibacterial and antimold treatment used in healthcare, maximizing the level
of protection of the respiratory tract of the user. We are ready to supply masks in printed patterns such as
children‘s or with corporate logos and graphics. Masks can be washed repeatedly at 60 - 90 °. Their wear corresponds to the wear of ordinary textiles. They are easy-care and easy-to-wear, attachable by laces, to be tied
just once either on the head or neck. The consumption of disposable masks is incomparable and at the same
time represents a considerable environmental burden. Conventional textile masks can be
used repeatedly, but do not provide such a degree of protection. YourPOCKET mask
combines the advantages of both solutions and eliminates their pitfalls.

Why YourPOCKET?
We have been operating in the nanotechnology segment for more than six years
and in professional clothing segment for more than 25 years. The declared effectiveness of „miracle“ solutions usually ends in the first laboratory or garbage bin.
However, we guarantee the efficiency of our YourFILTER nanofilters in every single
batch. The average efficiency measured in April 2020 is 98.69%. The filtration efficiency in the range of 97.53 - 99.85% is our standard. YourPOCKET together with
YourFILTER ensures maximum available protection.
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